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Summary:
Parties in divorce proceedings sought disclosure of their former collaborative law process

lawyers'  (the  lawyers)  files.  The  parties  had  waived  solicitor-client  privilege.  The  lawyers
resisted disclosure on the grounds of confidentiality and privilege.

The New Brunswick Court of Queen's Bench, Family Division, ordered disclosure. 

Editor's Note: Certain names in the following case have been initialized or the case otherwise
edited to prevent the disclosure of identities where required by law, publication ban, Maritime
Law Book's editorial policy or otherwise.

Barristers and Solicitors - Topic 852
Duty to court - Liability for costs - For causing delay or costs to be incurred without
reasonable cause - [See Practice - Topic 7020].

Barristers and Solicitors - Topic 853
Duty to court - Liability for costs - Failure to disclose - [See Practice - Topic 7020].

Family Law - Topic 3246
Separation agreements, domestic contracts and marriage contracts - Terms - Agreements
not  to  disclose  -  Validity  -  The  parties  executed  a  marriage  contract  through  a
collaborative law process - Both were represented by lawyers - Subsequently, in divorce
proceedings, the validity of the contract became an issue - The parties sought disclosure
of their former collaborative law process lawyers' (the lawyers) files - The parties had
waived  solicitor-client  privilege  -  The  lawyers  resisted  disclosure  on  the  grounds  of
confidentiality  and  privilege  -  The  New Brunswick  Court  of  Queen's  Bench,  Family
Division, ordered disclosure - It  was important to note that what was sought was the
disclosure of financial documents that had been produced in the course of the negotiation
of  a  marriage  contract  -  The  motion  did  not  seek  disclosure  of  the  "minutes  or
discussions" from the process that were prima facie inadmissible at law and under the
collaborative law process contract signed by the parties - The documents sought were
compellable at law - The duty to produce them existed independently of any finding of an
exception to privilege - The financial disclosure requested constituted a valid exception to
the  settlement  privilege  -  The  public  interest  in  financial  disclosure  here  was  more
compellable than the public interest of privilege - See paragraphs 36 to 54.



Practice - Topic 4574.8
Discovery - What documents must be produced - Privilege - Collaborative law process -
[See first Practice - Topic 4580 and Family Law - Topic 3246].

Practice - Topic 4580
Discovery -  What documents must  be produced - Privileged documents -  Documents
prepared for purpose of settlement - Parties in divorce proceedings sought disclosure of
the former collaborative law process lawyers' files - The lawyers resisted disclosure on
the  grounds of  confidentiality  and privilege -  The New Brunswick Court  of  Queen's
Bench, Family Division, discussed the nature of the privilege inherent in the collaborative
law process,  concluding,  "I  therefore  find  that  the  class  privilege  (blanket  privilege)
applies to the Collaborative Family law process. The process engages a combination of
solicitor-client  privilege  and settlement  privilege,  resolution  of  legal  issues  being  the
objective. Accordingly, the communications and settlement discussions arising through
the Collaborative Law process are prima facie privileged and inadmissible as the public
interest in encouraging settlements outweighs the interest of disclosure." - See paragraphs
25 to 35.

Practice - Topic 4580
Discovery -  What documents must  be produced - Privileged documents -  Documents
prepared for purpose of settlement - [See Family Law - Topic 3246].

Practice - Topic 7020
Costs - Party and party costs - Entitlement to party and party costs - Successful party -
General  principles  -  Parties  (a  husband  and  wife)  in  divorce  proceedings  sought
disclosure of their former collaborative law process lawyers'  (the lawyers) files - The
parties  had  waived  solicitor-client  privilege  -  The  lawyers  resisted  disclosure  on  the
grounds of confidentiality and privilege - The New Brunswick Court of Queen's Bench,
Family Division, having ordered disclosure, ordered each of the lawyers to pay costs of
the motion of $1,200 - By the operation of rule 73.07(3), the lawyers were both parties to
the motion and, as such, were not immune from an order of costs - Because the outcome
was more favourable to the husband and wife, they were entitled to costs - In adjusting
the costs downward, the court noted that the husband's and wife's claims were originally
very broad, which made it difficult for the lawyers to consent - However, once the issues
were  more  narrowly  circumscribed,  the  lawyers'  grounds  for  opposing  financial
disclosure were no longer valid and ought not to have been maintained - See paragraphs
55 to 61.

Practice - Topic 9867
Settlements - Disclosure - [See Family Law - Topic 3246 and Practice - Topic 4580].

Avocats et notaires - Cote 852
Devoirs judiciaires - Responsabilité à l'égard des dépens - Retard causé par l'avocat -
[Voir Barristers and Solicitors - Topic 852].



Avocats et notaires - Cote 853
Devoirs judiciaires - Responsabilité à l'égard des depens - Omission de divulguer - [Voir
Barristers and Solicitors - Topic 853].

Droit de la famille - Cote 3246
Ententes de séparation, contrats domestiques et contrats de mariage - Termes - Entente de
non-divulgation - Validité - [Voir Family Law - Topic 3246].

Procédure - Cote 4574.8
Enquête préalable - Documents à produire - Documents privilégiés - Démarche de droit
collaboratif - [Voir Practice - Topic 4580].

Procédure - Cote 4580
Enquête préalable - Documents à produire - Documents privilégiés - Documents préparés
en vue d'un règlement - [Voir Practice - Topic 4580].

Procédure - Cote 7020
Dépens  -  Dépens  entre  parties  -  Droit  aux  dépens  entre  parties  -  Partie  gagnante  -
Principes généraux - [Voir Practice - Topic 7020].

Procédure - Cote 9867
Règlements amiables - Divulgation - [Voir Practice - Topic 9867].
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This motion was heard on May 21, 2013, by Robichaud, J., of the New Brunswick Court



of Queen's Bench, Family Division, Judicial District of Moncton, who delivered the following
decision on August 14, 2013.

Motion granted.

Editor: Sharon McCartney

Barristers and Solicitors - Topic 852
Duty to court - Liability for costs - For causing delay or costs to be incurred without
reasonable cause - Parties (a husband and wife) in divorce proceedings sought disclosure
of their former collaborative law process lawyers' (the lawyers) files - The parties had
waived  solicitor-client  privilege  -  The  lawyers  resisted  disclosure  on  the  grounds  of
confidentiality  and  privilege  -  The  New Brunswick  Court  of  Queen's  Bench,  Family
Division,  having ordered disclosure,  ordered each of  the lawyers  to  pay costs  of  the
motion of $1,200 - By the operation of rule 73.07(3), the lawyers were both parties to the
motion and, as such, were not immune from an order of costs - Because the outcome was
more favourable to the husband and wife, they were entitled to costs - In adjusting the
costs downward, the court noted that the husband's and wife's claims were originally very
broad, which made it difficult for the lawyers to consent - However, once the issues were
more  narrowly  circumscribed,  the  lawyers'  grounds  for  opposing  financial  disclosure
were no longer valid and ought not to have been maintained - See paragraphs 55 to 61.

Barristers and Solicitors - Topic 853
Duty to court - Liability for costs - Failure to disclose - Parties (a husband and wife) in
divorce proceedings sought disclosure of their former collaborative law process lawyers'
(the  lawyers)  files  -  The  parties  had  waived  solicitor-client  privilege  -  The  lawyers
resisted disclosure on the grounds of confidentiality and privilege - The New Brunswick
Court of Queen's Bench, Family Division, having ordered disclosure, ordered each of the
lawyers to pay costs of the motion of $1,200 - By the operation of rule 73.07(3), the
lawyers were both parties to the motion and, as such, were not immune from an order of
costs - Because the outcome was more favourable to the husband and wife, they were
entitled to costs - In adjusting the costs downward, the court noted that the husband's and
wife's  claims  were  originally  very  broad,  which  made  it  difficult  for  the  lawyers  to
consent  -  However,  once  the  issues  were  more  narrowly  circumscribed,  the  lawyers'
grounds for opposing financial disclosure were no longer valid and ought not to have
been maintained - See paragraphs 55 to 61.

Practice - Topic 4574.8
Discovery - What documents must be produced - Privilege - Collaborative law process -
The parties executed a marriage contract through a collaborative law process - Both were
represented  by  lawyers  -  Subsequently,  in  divorce  proceedings,  the  validity  of  the
contract became an issue - The parties sought disclosure of their former collaborative law
process lawyers' (the lawyers) files - The parties had waived solicitor-client privilege -
The lawyers resisted disclosure on the grounds of confidentiality and privilege - The New



Brunswick  Court  of  Queen's  Bench,  Family  Division,  ordered  disclosure  -  It  was
important to note that what was sought was the disclosure of financial documents that had
been produced in the course of the negotiation of a marriage contract - The motion did
not seek disclosure of the "minutes or discussions" from the process that were prima facie
inadmissible at law and under the collaborative law process contract signed by the parties
- The documents sought were compellable at law - The duty to produce them existed
independently  of  any  finding  of  an  exception  to  privilege  -  The  financial  disclosure
requested constituted a valid exception to the settlement privilege - The public interest in
financial disclosure here was more compellable than the public interest of privilege - See
paragraphs 36 to 54.

Practice - Topic 4574.8
Discovery - What documents must be produced - Privilege - Collaborative law process -
Parties in divorce proceedings sought disclosure of the former collaborative law process
lawyers'  files  -  The lawyers  resisted disclosure on the grounds of  confidentiality and
privilege - The New Brunswick Court of Queen's Bench, Family Division, discussed the
nature of the privilege inherent in the collaborative law process, concluding, "I therefore
find that the class privilege (blanket privilege) applies to the Collaborative Family law
process. The process engages a combination of solicitor-client privilege and settlement
privilege, resolution of legal issues being the objective. Accordingly, the communications
and settlement discussions arising through the Collaborative Law process are prima facie
privileged and inadmissible as the public interest in encouraging settlements outweighs
the interest of disclosure." - See paragraphs 25 to 35.

Practice - Topic 4580
Discovery -  What documents must  be produced - Privileged documents -  Documents
prepared for purpose of settlement - The parties executed a marriage contract through a
collaborative law process - Both were represented by lawyers - Subsequently, in divorce
proceedings, the validity of the contract became an issue - The parties sought disclosure
of their former collaborative law process lawyers' (the lawyers) files - The parties had
waived  solicitor-client  privilege  -  The  lawyers  resisted  disclosure  on  the  grounds  of
confidentiality  and  privilege  -  The  New Brunswick  Court  of  Queen's  Bench,  Family
Division, ordered disclosure - It  was important to note that what was sought was the
disclosure of financial documents that had been produced in the course of the negotiation
of  a  marriage  contract  -  The  motion  did  not  seek  disclosure  of  the  "minutes  or
discussions" from the process that were prima facie inadmissible at law and under the
collaborative law process contract signed by the parties - The documents sought were
compellable at law - The duty to produce them existed independently of any finding of an
exception to privilege - The financial disclosure requested constituted a valid exception to
the  settlement  privilege  -  The  public  interest  in  financial  disclosure  here  was  more
compellable than the public interest of privilege - See paragraphs 36 to 54.

Practice - Topic 9867
Settlements  -  Disclosure  -  The  parties  executed  a  marriage  contract  through  a
collaborative law process - Both were represented by lawyers - Subsequently, in divorce
proceedings, the validity of the contract became an issue - The parties sought disclosure



of their former collaborative law process lawyers' (the lawyers) files - The parties had
waived  solicitor-client  privilege  -  The  lawyers  resisted  disclosure  on  the  grounds  of
confidentiality  and  privilege  -  The  New Brunswick  Court  of  Queen's  Bench,  Family
Division, ordered disclosure - It  was important to note that what was sought was the
disclosure of financial documents that had been produced in the course of the negotiation
of  a  marriage  contract  -  The  motion  did  not  seek  disclosure  of  the  "minutes  or
discussions" from the process that were prima facie inadmissible at law and under the
collaborative law process contract signed by the parties - The documents sought were
compellable at law - The duty to produce them existed independently of any finding of an
exception to privilege - The financial disclosure requested constituted a valid exception to
the  settlement  privilege  -  The  public  interest  in  financial  disclosure  here  was  more
compellable than the public interest of privilege - See paragraphs 36 to 54.

Practice - Topic 9867
Settlements - Disclosure - Parties in divorce proceedings sought disclosure of the former
collaborative law process lawyers' files - The lawyers resisted disclosure on the grounds
of confidentiality and privilege - The New Brunswick Court of Queen's Bench, Family
Division, discussed the nature of the privilege inherent in the collaborative law process,
concluding, "I therefore find that the class privilege (blanket privilege) applies to the
Collaborative Family law process. The process engages a combination of solicitor-client
privilege  and  settlement  privilege,  resolution  of  legal  issues  being  the  objective.
Accordingly,  the  communications  and  settlement  discussions  arising  through  the
Collaborative  Law process  are  prima facie  privileged  and inadmissible  as  the  public
interest in encouraging settlements outweighs the interest of disclosure." - See paragraphs
25 to 35.


